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Personal Profile
Ms. LI Shan graduated from South China Agricultural University

(bachelor degree in applied chemistry) and Northwest University of

Political Science and Law (master of law). She used to engage in

technology tasks at a third-party test laboratory in Guangzhou, and

entered a law firm to start legal services in 2019. During her practicing

career, she accumulated precious practical experience in intellectual

property rights, company law, labor law, contract management, dispute

resolution, etc. Moreover, Ms. LI Shan holds the qualifications of patent

agent, securities qualifications, and qualifications of Senior Corporate

Compliance Officer.

Ms. LI Shan used to provide the following legal services for large- and

medium-sized central state-owned enterprises, listed companies, and

private enterprises, including Foshan Electrical and Lighting Co., Ltd.,

Shenzhen United Winners Laser Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Wanbao Business

Development Group Co., Ltd., GLobal-ucar Technology Co., Ltd.,

Guangzhou Guanglan Yiming Electric Co., Ltd., Guangdong Siukonda

Airconditioning Co., Ltd., Guangzhou XD High Voltage Electric

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: reviewing and drafting commercial contracts,

issuing relevant legal analysis opinions on specific matters in corporate

operation and management, establishment of the corporate

compliance management framework, legal services for corporate equity

investment and merger, providing legal training services, and handling

various litigation/arbitration cases of disputes over contracts,

intellectual property rights, labor, infringement, etc.

Representative performance
Represented X Clothing Co., Ltd. in a batch of cases for safeguarding

intellectual property rights. In this case, Ms. LI conducted investigation

to collect clue about infringement, completed notarization to fix

evidence, stopped infringement by sending a lawyer’s letter and

negotiation, and promptly initiated the infringement litigation

proceedings to safeguard the rights and interests of the client.



Provided specialized legal services for multiple companies in the

establishment of the compliance management system in key areas.

Represented a Pump Co., Ltd. in the case of trademark infringement and

unfair competition with Guangdong X Pump Co., Ltd., and achieved the

expected results that the court decided that there was infringement and

ordered Guangdong X Pump Co., Ltd. to change its name within a

specified period.

Provided specialized legal services for a Foshan listed company and an

airport group in multiple equity acquisition, equity investment (capital

increase), and other investment and acquisition projects, in which Ms. LI

conducted due diligence investigation and risk assessment,

participated in negotiation, and drafted relevant legal documents.

Provided specialized legal services for non-litigation settlement for

handling the creditor’s rights and debts and dispute over equity

interests between Guangzhou X Development Group Co., Ltd. and

Shangqiu X Real Estate Co., Ltd., in which Ms. LI provided legal analysis

opinions, participated in on-site negotiation, and drafted agreements.

Represent X Real Estate Co., Ltd. in the case of dispute over borrowing

agreement in connection with a real estate project, in which Ms. LI

searched laws and regulations, sorted out facts and evidence, and

successfully requested retrial to reduce partial principal and interests

for the client.

Represented a public institution in the arbitration case of dispute over

contract for a construction project with X Construction Group Co., Ltd.,

in which Ms. LI sorted out facts and evidence and applied for judicial

verification to safeguard the interests of the client, hence reducing

partial construction fees and cost claims for the client.
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